
Daily menu – please ask at the bar.
Dishes are home-made from local products cooked
everyday with love.

Lanckoronian tapenada 19 zł
slice of bread with vege pesto 7 zł
olives plate 9 zł
Spanish potato tortilla for two (special order) 35 zł

We also sell local products and books. 

apple pie home-made 12 zł
apple pie with ice-cream 15 zł | with cream 15 zł
apple pie with ice-cream and cream 17 zł
chocolate cake 12 zł
baked apple with honey and cinnamon 12 zł
ice-cream with cream and fruit 17 zł

PLEASE ORDER AT THE BAR! 
THANK YOU!beer: draft big 10 zł | small 8 zł

craft beer Zamkowe from Cieszyn 14 zł
hot beer 12 zł | juice for beer 1 zł

glass 10 zł | bottle 50-70 zł
hot wine 12 zł 
cherry wine - wiśniak lanckoroński 12 zł 

mineral water 6 zł | eco-juices 8 zł
lemonade (in season) small 8 zł/big 10 zł
soda and other drinks 7 zł

Lunch (13:00-17:00)

Kind of tapas

eespresso 6 zł | espresso doppio 8 zł | macchiato 7 zł 
americano 6 zł | with milk 8 zł 
cappuccino 10 zł | latte 10 zł 
coffee of 5 transformations 12 zł 
Angel coffee with ice-cream and liquer 15 zł
ice coffee with ice-cream 15 zł
hot chocolate 12 zł | hot chocolate with cream 14 zł  
cacao | a cup of hot milk  7 zł

teas of the world served in teapot 7 zł | 
for two 10 zł (see tea menu)
tea (regular) 5 zł | tea flavoured 6 zł 
tea with raspberry juice or lemon 6 zł

Menu
of drinks, sweets and tapas

Co�ee and chocolate Something sweet

Tea

Cold drinks 

Beer and wine

Wine

Drawings: 

Dolibuk - the dwarf from Lanckorona - lives in the café. 
He wears a turquoise hat, has reddish hair and 

a romantic soul. Listen to his stories!


